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Abstract—In the initial stage of the quantum Internet, most
of the practical quantum networks have been deployed relying
on diverse individual quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols.
However, this single-protocol paradigm cannot fulfill the hetero-
geneous requirements of the users, hence limiting the market-
penetration of quantum networks. Given the recent advances
in QKD protocols, the next generation quantum networks are
expected to support both legacy and emerging QKD protocols.
However, the evolution from single-protocol to multi-protocol
quantum networks poses numerous challenging problems. As a
remedy, we conceive a practical protocol translation framework
for supporting this migration from single-protocol to large-scale
multi-protocol quantum networks. Furthermore, we propose
a programmable multi-functional relay node architecture for
harmonizing the components of a suitable relay node. A pair
of protocol translation policies are conceived for meeting the
challenging security requirements of migration requests, which
are compared to the single-protocol-based migration solutions
both in terms of the translation success probability attained (i.e.,
the proportion of migration requests with successful protocol
translation) and the average relaying risk probability encoun-
tered (i.e., the mean of the relaying risk probabilities of end-
to-end key negotiation in a quantum network). Finally, we
highlight a suite of open problems in both quantum secure
direct communication and quantum teleportation for research
into future multi-protocol quantum networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the emerging quantum era, the rapid advances in quan-
tum computing may render ubiquitous classical cryptographic
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algorithms, e.g., Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) and elliptic
curve cryptography, insecure in the near future. Hence, main-
taining future-proof security is of utmost importance for the
growing amount of sensitive information in a wide range
of fields, such as government and finance. As an essential
branch of quantum communications, quantum key distribution
(QKD) [1] holds the promise of providing forward secrecy for
users demanding long-term data security. In particular, QKD
promises information-theoretic security based on the principles
of quantum physics, which remains secure even in the face of
quantum computers.

The compelling appeal of QKD is enabling symmetric secret
key negotiation between a pair of legitimate users, which is
typically implemented over a QKD link (e.g., an optical fiber
or a free-space link) connecting the QKD transmitter (QTx)
and the QKD receiver (QRx). Nevertheless, a single link can
only support a few user pairs at the time of writing, thereby
restricting the popularity of QKD. In order to guarantee
security for network-wide users, a quantum network has to
be constructed by numerous interconnecting QKD links. Over
the past few years, an increasing number of quantum networks
have been rolled out both in metropolitan and even long-
haul scenarios [2]. In particular, an integrated space-to-ground
quantum network has been reported in [3], covering fiber-
based metropolitan and backbone quantum networks as well
as satellite-ground QKD links. Hence, quantum networks have
leaped out of the lab in support of practical applications by
providing global secret keys for networked users, which may
be considered as the initial stage for the development of the
quantum Internet (Qinternet) [4].

To elaborate a little further, following the development of
various QKD protocols (QKDPs), some practical quantum net-
works have been demonstrated. For example, the metropolitan
quantum networks reported in [5] and [6] have been estab-
lished based on the measurement-device-independent (MDI)
and the Bennett-Brassard-Mermin-1992 (BBM92) protocols,
respectively. Furthermore, the Cambridge-Ipswich [7] and the
Beijing-Shanghai [3] intercity quantum networks can support
the coherent-one-way (COW) and the Bennett-Brassard-1984
(BB84) protocols, respectively. In a nutshell, the existing field
trials have demonstrated the feasibility of constructing quan-
tum networks relying on diverse QKDPs, but they may not
accommodate the wide range of requirements from different
users, because each of these networks can only support a single
QKDP.

Driven by the invention of various high-performance
QKDPs, next generation quantum networks are expected to
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Fig. 1. Diverse families of QKDPs and typical field trials of quantum networks around the world [2]. [SPM: Single-Prepare-and-Measure; EB:
Entanglement-Based; MDI: Measurement-Device-Independent; QTx: QKD Transmitter; QRx: QKD Receiver; BB84: Bennett-Brassard-1984; GG02:
Grosshans-Grangier-2002; DPS: Differential-Phase-Shift; SARG04: Scarani-Acı́n-Ribordy-Gisin-2004; COW: Coherent-One-Way; E91: Ekert-91;
BBM92: Bennett-Brassard-Mermin-1992; CV: Continuous-Variable; TF: Twin-Field]

cover a whole suite of both legacy and emerging QKDPs,
aiming for operation in diverse network environments and
secure application scenarios. Some preliminary studies have
been performed for improving the system-level interoperability
between different QKDPs, such as the conversion between
the BB84 and MDI protocols [8], [9]. However, the design
of multi-protocol quantum networks is still in its infancy. At
this early evolutionary stage, the migration from single-
protocol to large-scale multi-protocol quantum networks
is a critical open problem. To close this knowledge-gap, we
propose a practical protocol translation framework, paving
the way for the roll-out of large-scale quantum networks.
The main contributions of this article are summarized
below.

1) We propose both homogeneous and inhomogeneous
protocol translation schemes to translate a single
protocol into multiple protocols for long-haul QKD
chains, where the network-layer interoperability of
diverse QKDPs can be improved.

2) We present a programmable multi-functional relay
node architecture for harmonizing the components
of multi-protocol QKD chains, so that the protocol
translation efficiency can be improved.

3) We design a pair of protocol translation policies and
compare them to the single-protocol-based solutions in
the context of case studies.

4) We conclude with a range of open topics on incorporat-
ing protocols belonging to other branches of quantum
communications into future large-scale multi-protocol
quantum networks.

II. TYPICAL QKD PROTOCOLS AND QUANTUM
NETWORKS

A. QKD Protocols

A detailed review of QKDPs can be found in [1]. In
1984, Bennett and Brassard invented the first QKDP (known
as the BB84 protocol), which has been widely employed in
realistic QKD systems. Recently, a variety of sophisticated
QKDPs have been proposed, one after another. Based on their
physical characteristics, such as their encoding schemes, we
can classify them into discrete-variable (DV) and continuous-
variable (CV) QKDPs. In order to differentiate the QKD
families in the network layer, we categorize them into single-
prepare-and-measure (SPM), entanglement-based (EB), and
MDI QKDPs, which are compared in Fig. 1.

To elaborate further, the SPM-QKDPs include but are not
limited to the BB84, Grosshans-Grangier-2002 (GG02), and
COW (2005) protocols. The local secret keys are generated
between a pair of SPM-QTx and SPM-QRx. Furthermore,
the family of MDI-QKDPs covers the original MDI protocol
(2012) and the twin-field (TF) protocol (2018), where the local
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the realistic single-protocol intercity quantum network [7] and single-protocol-based quantum network migration solutions.

secret keys are shared between a pair of MDI-QTxs associated
with an MDI-QRx in the middle for performing interference
measurement. By contrast, the class of EB-QKDPs comprises
the Ekert-91 (E91) and the BBM92 protocols. The local secret
keys are derived between a pair of EB-QRxs relying on an
intermediate EB-QTx for distributing the entangled states (e.g.,
entangled photon pairs). Notably, the EB-QKDPs and MDI-
QKDPs can eliminate attacks on the source and detector sides,
respectively, hence they promise higher realistic security than
the SPM-QKDPs.

In view of their different technical solutions and maturity,
various QKDPs exhibit different performances. For example,
the TF protocol has achieved a QKD distance record of 833.8
km in the lab at the time of writing [10]. In [11], a secret
key rate of 13.72 Mb/s was realized over a 10 km standard
fiber having an attenuation of 2 dB by relying on the BB84
protocol. In addition to the employment of a single protocol in
a standalone system, the interoperability of different QKDPs
in a system has attracted much attention. Roberts et al. [8]
and Fan-Yuan et al. [9] implemented agile switching between
the BB84 and MDI protocols. These efforts have confirmed
the feasibility of combining multiple QKDPs to achieve high
security levels, while satisfying different requirements.

In contrast to the family of software-based mailing ser-
vice protocols (e.g., SMTP/POP3/IMAP), multiple QKDPs
belong to the class of point-to-point protocols relying
on a diverse variety of physical implementations, but
their functions are the same, namely providing secret
keys. The protocol translation schemes conceived for both
mailing service protocols and QKDPs can be designed to
address the associated multi-user requirements in diverse
application scenarios, where the interoperability should
be improved. However, the constraints imposed on the
translation schemes of the mailing service protocols and
QKDPs are rather different. In particular, the protocol
translation schemes designed for QKDPs have to consider
the constraints of the different connection features of QTx
and QRx as well as both the advantages and limitations

of the QKDPs, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

B. Quantum Networks

A comprehensive survey of quantum networks can
be found in [2]. Since the first quantum access network
demonstrated by the 1997 UK lab experiment, more and
more quantum networks have been deployed and tested in the
field. Figure 1 displays some typical field trials of quantum
networks around the world. With respect to the preliminary
tests of QKD systems using different protocols in metropolitan
networks, six-node quantum networks were demonstrated in
Vienna (2008) and Tokyo (2010), respectively. During that era,
the MDI-QKDP (note that the first MDI protocol was invented
in 2012) had not been proposed. The appeal of the early
quantum networks was limited owing to the small network
size and the immature QKDPs.

In recent years, more sophisticated QKDPs have been de-
ployed in realistic metro networks, such as the MDI quantum
network in Hefei (2016), the CV quantum networks in Shang-
hai (2016) and Madrid (2018), the BB84 quantum networks in
Bristol (2019) and Cambridge (2019), as well as the BBM92
quantum network in Bristol (2020). Furthermore, the Beijing-
Shanghai BB84 quantum network (2017), the Cambridge-
Ipswich COW quantum network (2019), as well as the Jinan-
Qingdao (2021) and Bardonecchia-Santhià (2022) TF quan-
tum networks have been demonstrated in long-haul scenarios.
Hence, the feasibility of deploying practical quantum networks
relying on diverse protocols has indeed been confirmed, but
most of the practical networks rely on a single QKDP at the
time of writing.

As shown in Fig. 1, the operational QKDPs exhibit dif-
ferent features, advantages, and limitations, since they rely
on diverse protocols exhibiting different performances. For
example, although the BB84 protocol was invented about
40 years ago, it is still capable of attaining higher key rates
than many of the more recent QKDPs [11]. By contrast,
the MDI/BBM92 schemes exhibit higher security level.
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Clearly, developing a single QKDP standard for large-
scale high-performance quantum networks is an extremely
challenging task. In the interim, heterogeneous QKDPs
can be interconnected to establish a large-scale multi-
protocol quantum network for supporting end-to-end key
negotiation between any pair of remote nodes. In this
regard, ITU-T is developing standards for supporting the
interworking of multiple quantum networks. Even though
a few early studies have demonstrated the coexistence
of different QKDPs in small-scale metropolitan quantum
networks, the interoperability of multiple QKDPs in large-
scale quantum networks is still a challenging problem at
the time of writing.

III. PROTOCOL TRANSLATION FRAMEWORK

A. Single-Protocol-Based Quantum Network Migration

In a large-scale quantum network, one or more QKD chains
can be established for end-to-end key negotiation for securing
end-to-end communications. The so-called QKD chain is con-
stituted by chaining the QTx and QRx along the path spanning
from the source to destination nodes via the QKD links, as
will be detailed hereinafter. The QKD terminal node is also
referred to as the backbone/metro user node. We utilize the re-
alistic single-protocol intercity quantum network of Fig. 2 for
illustrating single-protocol-based quantum network migration
solutions, located in Cambridge and Ipswich, respectively, with
three trusted relays placed in between [7]. A pair of COW-QTx
and COW-QRx are connected via a QKD link for point-to-
point key negotiation. Typically, the QKD link contains the
quantum channel for exchanging quantum signals, as well
as the classical channel for carrying out several classical
functions such as synchronization and key distillation [1], but
these may be accommodated by the same fiber using WDM.
The COW-QTx and COW-QRx along the path from source

to destination are connected by QKD links to form a single-
protocol QKD chain. In practice, a large-scale single-protocol
quantum network may contain one or more single-protocol
QKD chains.

In long-haul scenarios, the length of a single constituent
QKD link is limited, since the quantum signals must not
be amplified, otherwise the quantum signal collapses to the
classical domain. Given that fully-fledged quantum repeaters
[4] are still not available at the time of writing, trusted relays
are used as a compromise for end-to-end key negotiation
between the source and destination in the classical domain.
The global secret keys generated may then be utilized for
securing communications between end users who are in the
same physical location as the associated QKD terminal nodes.
Given that the COW protocol belongs to the SPM-QKD
family, the local secret keys are derived between a pair of
COW-QTx and COW-QRx, as exemplified in Fig. 2. A global
secret key is forwarded from the source to destination by
relying on hop-by-hop encryption/decryption, whose details
can be found in ITU-T Y.3803. The global key relaying process
is performed in the classical domain, where the encryption and
decryption phases employ a so-called one-time pad algorithm
for carrying out a bitwise exclusive OR operation between
the global and local secret keys of the same string length,
aiming for maintaining information-theoretic security of the
secret keys. However, each trusted relay has knowledge of the
global secret keys, hence the security of trusted relays relies
on the assumption that the relay is fully trustworthy and it
cannot be accessed by eavesdroppers.

As for the single-protocol-based quantum network migration
solutions, the original QKDP is still adopted during the migra-
tion period, hence the upgraded QKD chain remains a single-
protocol QKD chain. Typically, the goal of upgrading such a
QKD chain is to satisfy higher secret key rate requirements.
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As depicted in Fig. 2, the operator may find some QKD links
in the QKD chain that cannot meet the growing secret key
rate requirements. Hence they may select one of two optional
solutions, namely adding parallel QKD links by deploying
additional QTx-QRx pairs, or upgrading the hardware/software
components of the original QTx-QRx pairs. The former solu-
tion requires more bandwidth for additional QKD links, while
the latter solution has to rely on the maturity of the associated
single-protocol QKD systems. Accordingly, the performance
of each QKD chain is bound to a single QKDP, resulting
in the challenge of satisfying different security requirements.
In particular, each node/relay along the path of a long-haul
QKD chain may support several metropolitan quantum net-
works. However, the single-protocol-based quantum network
migration solutions may fail to accommodate different metro
network requirements and environments.

B. Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous Protocol Translation

The single-protocol-based migration solutions constitute a
beneficial evolutionary stepping-stone, but they fail to fully
leverage the multi-fold advantages of different protocols. By
contrast, invoking a combination of multiple QKDPs may
provide complementary benefits. For example, each protocol
belonging to the MDI/EB-QKD family may rely on an un-
trusted relay for improving security, but arranging for the
seamless interworking of different QKD systems is quite a
challenge. In order to operate multiple QKDPs based on
the original single-protocol quantum network, sophisticated
translation is required. Explicitly, the protocol translation is
defined as translating the original QKDP used in one or more
segments of a QKD chain into the target QKDP, aiming
for improving the network-layer interoperability of diverse
QKDPs.

Several examples of potential protocol translations are de-
picted in Fig. 3. We differentiate the segments of a QKD
chain based on the features of SPM, EB, and MDI QKD.
More concretely, recall that a segment corresponding to a QKD
link connects a pair of SPM-QTx and SPM-QRx. For the MDI-
QKDP, a segment connects a pair of MDI-QTxs with an MDI-
QRx in between, which is associated with two QKD links.
Additionally, a segment connects a pair of EB-QRxs with an
EB-QTx in the middle, which also involves two QKD links. It
can be observed that the quantum signal transmission direction
and the number of QKD links required may be different for
various segments. Hence, the protocol translation is performed
in units of segments.

Based on the aforementioned segments, we propose a
pair of protocol translation schemes, namely a homogeneous
and an inhomogeneous protocol translation. The concept of
homogeneous protocol translation is that the original and
target QKDPs during the translation phase belong to the same
QKD family. As depicted in Fig. 3, a COW segment can be
translated into a BB84 segment or a GG02 segment in a multi-
protocol QKD chain. This translation scheme also incorporates
the above-mentioned single-protocol-based quantum network
migration solutions. On the other hand, the concept of inho-
mogeneous protocol translation is that the original and target

QKDPs during the translation phase belong to different QKD
families. For instance, two COW segments can be translated
into a TF segment or a BBM92 segment, as shown in Fig. 3.

In particular, the TF/BBM92 segment allows the employ-
ment of an untrusted relay, since the TF and BBM92 protocols
belong to the class of MDI-QKD and EB-QKD, respectively.
The untrusted relay does not rely on any security-related
assumptions, whose security cannot be compromised even in
the presence of an attacker, because it is secured by robust pro-
tocols exploiting the physical nature of MDI/EB-QKD. Hence,
again, an untrusted relay exhibits better security than a trusted
relay, and it is typically composed of the MDI-QRx or the
EB-QTx. An MDI-QRx is utilized for the measurement (e.g.,
two-photon interference [1]) of quantum signals from a pair of
MDI-QTxs, while an EB-QTx is employed for distributing the
entangled states to a pair of EB-QRxs. The local secret keys
are derived by negotiation between a pair of connected MDI-
QTxs or EB-QRxs. Further details concerning the family
of untrusted relays in specific QKDPs can be found in [1],
[2].

The nature of MDI/EB-QKDPs does not permit the direct
connection of a pair untrusted relays without any intermediate
nodes. In long-haul scenarios, the achievable distance of a
QKD chain relying on a single untrusted relay is limited. Such
a specific QKD chain can be found both in the 511 km Jinan-
Qingdao (2021) and in the 206 km Bardonecchia-Santhià
(2022) TF quantum networks. Hence, an untrusted relay is
expected to be combined with a trusted relay for extending
the end-to-end key negotiation distance, as depicted in Fig.
3, where the untrusted relay does not have access to the real
secret keys and the global key relaying process of a multi-
protocol QKD chain is similar to that of a single-protocol
QKD chain.

In practice, several benefits can be gleaned from protocol
translation. For homogeneous protocol translation, the QKD
transceivers relying on more suitable/advanced QKDPs can
be utilized to meet the growing secret key rate demands. For
example, a QKDP exhibiting relatively high secret key rates
over long distances may in fact have lower secret key rates
over short distances, than their specifically-designed short-
range counterparts. Compared to the single-protocol-based
migration solutions, homogeneous protocol translation may
reduce the upgrading cost or difficulty. Furthermore, specific
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benefits can be obtained for QKD chains by performing
inhomogeneous protocol translation, such as improving the
security level and reducing the relaying risk probability of
end-to-end key negotiation by relying on MDI/EB-QKD-based
untrusted relays.

C. Multi-Functional Relay Node Architecture

In a large-scale quantum network, a relay node might be
shared by one or more QKD chains, since the QTxs/QRxs
along the intersections of different QKD chains may be
enclosed in the same physical location. Furthermore, after
protocol translation, QTxs/QRxs based on the original protocol
can be retained in the relay node to cope with the future
requirements of other QKD chains, or combined with the target
protocol-based QTxs/QRxs for enhancing the performance of
the associated multi-protocol QKD chain. Hence, a relay node
may assume multiple roles for different QKD chains. To har-
monize the diverse components of such a relay node as well as
facilitate the homogeneous and inhomogeneous protocol trans-
lation, Figure 4 illustrates a programmable multi-functional
relay node architecture, which consists of the programmable
agent, the key manager, multi-protocol QTxs/QRxs, optical
switches, and multiplexers/demultiplexers.

The multi-protocol QTxs/QRxs identify whether the relay
node acts as an untrusted or a trusted relay dedicated to a
QKD chain. For example, a relay node formed by the MDI-
QRx or EB-QTx acts as an untrusted relay, while the SPM-
QTx/QRx, MDI-QTx, or EB-QRx harnesses the relay node as
a trusted relay. Additionally, the relay node between a pair
of connected nodes within a relatively short distance can be
bypassed, which is implemented by the optical switch. More
concretely, the optical switch enables the on-demand bypass-
ing of its relay node, and facilitates the flexible switching of
quantum channels, as well as the dynamic interconnection
of QTxs/QRxs between adjacent nodes. The key manager
stores and manages the secret keys derived from multi-protocol
QTxs/QRxs (covering the SPM-QTx, SPM-QRx, MDI-QTx,
and EB-QRx), as well as supports key relaying, when the relay
node functions as a trusted relay. The MDI-QRx or EB-QTx is
not connected to the key manager, since it does not access the
real secret keys. The multiplexers/demultiplexers are employed
to bundle/separate multiple quantum and classical channels.

Finally, the above components are controlled and configured
by a programmable agent. This agent is capable of communi-
cating with each component, instructing it through a control
interface, as well as achieving the dynamic adjustment of
these components to fulfill the specific requirements of multi-
protocol QKD chains. In conclusion, the protocol translation
efficiency can be improved with the aid of the programmable
agent.

IV. PROTOCOL TRANSLATION POLICIES

A. Policy Description

In real-world applications, different protocol translation
objectives may be considered for a QKD chain to fulfill the
requirements of diverse users, such as increasing the global
secret key rate and improving the security level of global secret

keys. Here, we focus on two types of security requirements,
namely providing global secret keys having different security
levels and reducing the relaying risk probability of global
secret keys. The former is influenced by the realistic security
level of the entire QKD system, while the latter is subject
to the trustworthiness of relays. To satisfy these security
requirements, we design a chain-based and a segment-based
protocol translation policy, which are shown in Fig. 5. Both
protocol translation policies can be applied by a centralized
software-defined network controller [2]. The migration re-
quests of the original single-protocol QKD chains are handled
one by one. Given that the connection of QTxs/QRxs is fixed
for establishing the original QKD chain, the path spanning
from the source to destination is identified. It is important to
note that different original QKD chains may share the same
paths and relay nodes, but their QTxs/QRxs are independent.
To strike a compelling trade-off between the price of and
the demand for QKD devices, we can aim for the on-
demand deployment of target protocol-based QTxs/QRxs
while retaining the QTxs/QRxs relying on their original
protocol. This trade-off also has to be further imroved in
support of large-scale multi-protocol quantum networks.
Meanwhile, chip-based multi-protocol QTxs/QRxs can be
further developed to reduce the associated costs [2].

In the chain-based protocol translation policy, the original
and target security levels are identified based on the associated
security requirements. For example, the global secret keys

Migration request of a QKD chain arrives

Query security requirements

Identify the original 
and target security 

levels

Allocate available 
channel resources to 
establish QKD links

Check the available 
QKD protocols 

Select suitable QKD 
protocols for the 

QKD chain

Proceed to the next request

Identify the original and 
target quantities of 

trusted/untrusted relays

Check the potential risk 
probability of each relay

Select suitable MDI/EB-
QKD protocols to match 

the untrusted relays

Select suitable relays to 
be transformed into 

untrusted relays

Identify the path from source to destination

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Perform protocol 
translation for the 

full QKD chain

Perform protocol 
translation for specific 

parts of segments
Step 5

Chain-based 
protocol translation

Segment-based 
protocol translation

Provide global secret 
keys having different 

security levels

Reduce the relaying risk 
probability of global 

secret keys

Fig. 5. Two protocol translation policies for different security requirements.
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derived from the single-protocol QKD chain illustrated in Fig.
3 only have the original security level of SPM. The target
security levels may incorporate the security levels of MDI and
EB having improved realistic security. The secret keys having
different security levels can be utilized for securing both data
and control channels. After checking the available QKDPs, the
most suitable QKDPs are selected for the QKD chain. If the
original QKDP is retained, the QTxs and QRxs based on the
target QKDP have to be connected through additional QKD
links. Hence the available channel resources are allocated for
establishing the associated QKD links relying on a so-called
first-fit algorithm defined in [2]. The chain-based protocol
translation is performed for all segments in the full QKD chain.

In the segment-based protocol translation policy, the original
and target quantities of trusted/untrusted relays are identified
according to the specifically queried security requirements.
The original single-protocol QKD chain typically consists of
purely trusted relays. In practice, the potential risk probability
of a relay varies from 0 to 1, but it is 0 for an untrusted
relay, because the untrusted relay is always secure against any
attacks. Notably, the methods for obtaining this probability for
each trusted relay and ensuring its accuracy have to be further
explored. The potential risk probability of each relay in the
original QKD chain is checked, based on which the suitable
relays are selected to be transformed into untrusted relays,
where the relay transformation should obey that untrusted
relays must not be directly connected. Furthermore, suitable
QKDPs belonging to the MDI/EB-QKD class are selected to
match the untrusted relays. For example, the most suitable
relay for transformation may have a relatively high potential
risk probability, while the most suitable protocol may exhibit
high key rates or low costs. The segment-based protocol
translation is performed for specific parts of segments in the
QKD chain.

B. Case Studies

Simulations were conducted for evaluating the policies de-
signed. The Beijing-Shanghai BB84 quantum network topol-
ogy [3] was adopted, which comprises four QKD terminal
nodes and 28 trusted relays, as shown in Fig. 1. We assume
that 12 BB84-QKD chains have been randomly established
between the QKD terminal nodes for satisfying the secret key
demands of legacy and future users. Then we set the number
of migration requests to the interval [1, 12]. The channel
resources available for establishing additional QKD links are
fixed to 12, while the channel requirements per QKD link are
set to 2 (i.e., one for quantum signal exchange and one for
synchronization, the other classical functions are implemented
over public classical networks). Each QKD terminal node has
to be fully trustworthy, and the potential risk probability of
each trusted relay is assumed to be 1%. As illustrated in Fig.
6, four cases are defined based on the above two security
requirements, where the global secret key rate requirements
are not considered. The translation success probability is
defined as the ratio of the number of successful and the
total number of translation requests. The average relaying
risk probability is obtained by averaging the relaying risk
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Segment-based

Segment-based

Three security levels: SPM, MDI, EBCase II

Case III

Case IV

Trusted relay reduction: [1, 25% of the total in a chain]

Trusted relay reduction: [1, 50% of the total in a chain]

Fig. 6. Translation success probability and average relaying risk proba-
bility versus the number of migration requests for QKD chains in four
cases. (The number “1” in Cases III and IV indicates the reduction by one
trusted relay; The single-protocol-based migration solutions are utilized
as the benchmarkers)

probability (depending on the number of trusted relays
and the potential risk probability of each trusted relay)
of the QKD chains after protocol translation. The average
value each point is obtained from 1000 simulation repetitions.

Figure 6 plots the translation success probability and av-
erage relaying risk probability versus the number of migra-
tion requests. The translation success probability is unity for
<=3 migration requests, but then decreases with the growing
number of migration requests. This is because the prolif-
erating migration requests associated with different security
levels cannot be fully accommodated by the limited channel
resources. Furthermore, the translation success probability in
Case II is lower than that in Case I, since the total security
levels are increased from 2 to 3. The translation success
probability for the benchmark is 0, reflecting that the single-
protocol-based migration solutions fail to satisfy the associ-
ated security requirements. For the segment-based protocol
translation policy, it can be observed that the average relaying
risk probability basically remains unaffected by the number
of migration requests, since all the migration requests are
successfully accommodated. This is supported by performing
protocol translation based on the original QKD links. The
average relaying risk probability of Case IV in Fig. 6 is lower
than that of Case III, which stems from the relatively large
proportion of trusted relay reduction required in Case IV.
Specifically, the average relaying risk probability reduction
of the segment-based policy can reach 26.6% relative to the
benchmark, validating the benefits of translating a single BB84
protocol into different MDI/EB-QKDPs. Hence, our chain-
and segment-based protocol translation policies are eminently
suitable for fulfilling the security requirements of migration
requests defined for the QKD chains.
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V. MULTI-PROTOCOL QUANTUM NETWORKS BEYOND
QKD: OPEN ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

This article intends to facilitate the migration from single-
protocol to multi-protocol quantum networks through protocol
translation. Apart from our basic policies mentioned above, a
suite of more sophisticated policies can also be conceived for
satisfying diverse requirements. On the road to the Qinternet
[2], [4], [12]–[14], QKD has become a commercial reality.
Guided by the roadmap of [14] - including an OSI-
alike layering model and cluster-based structure - the
emergence of a large-scale wide-area Qinternet can be
foreseen. However, the most suitable protocol designs
have to be further studied. Beyond QKD, large-scale multi-
protocol quantum networks may incorporate other quantum-
domain protocols, as discussed below.

Quantum Secure Direct Communication (QSDC) enables
direct information transfer via the quantum channel, whose
information-theoretic security is promised without any prior
secret key negotiation. Furthermore, QSDC is promising for
constructing a secure repeater network [13], which creates
an evolutionary path for the Qinternet. Numerous promising
QSDC protocols have been proposed, paving the way for their
ultimate incorporation into multi-protocol quantum networks,
where their collaboration with QKDPs requires further inves-
tigations.

Quantum Teleportation achieves the secure transfer of
quantum information between distant sites based on the action
of quantum entanglement [12], which can provide end-to-
end information-theoretic security relying on fully-fledged
quantum repeaters. Given the inevitable decoherence and
volatile storage of entangled pairs, the protocol design of
long-distance entanglement distribution plays a pivotal role
in quantum networks. In [15], a connection-oriented pro-
tocol design was proposed for facilitating the development
of quantum teleportation, where the associated real-time
resource allocation and the provision of end-to-end rate
guarantees were addressed. From a global perspective, quan-
tum teleportation requires substantial further research before
the pervasice roll-out of multi-protocol quantum networks.

In reality, different branches of quantum communications
have different pros and cons in the heterogeneous application
scenarios and evolutionary stages of the Qinternet. They are
expected to cooperate with each other in the construction
of ultimately secure large-scale multi-protocol quantum
networks. However, harmonized standardization efforts
are required for ensuring the compatibility of components
based on heterogeneous protocols.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Protocol translation supports migration from single-protocol
to large-scale multi-protocol quantum networks. We proposed
both homogeneous and inhomogeneous protocol translation
schemes for long-haul QKD chains for translating a single
protocol into multiple protocols in units of segments. We
described a programmable multi-functional relay node archi-
tecture for harmonizing diverse components in a relay node
for multi-protocol QKD chains. To deliver global secret keys

having different security levels and reduce the relaying risk
probability of global secret keys, we designed the chain-
and segment-based protocol translation policies, respectively.
Our case studies demonstrated the superiority of the policies
designed over the single-protocol-based migration solutions.
Beyond QKD, QSDC and quantum teleportation have to be
further developed into secure practical applications, and their
quantum-domain protocols are expected to be incorporated in
future large-scale multi-protocol quantum networks to pave the
way for the Qinternet. Do join this frontier-research based
community effort valued Colleague, where there is substan-
tial ’head-room’ for high-impact research into what might
assume the fond connotation of ’Communications V 2.0’.
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